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Details about how to submit the project 
 
Deliver your project as a zip file named winter-exam-2019-USER-STUDENTID.zip (substitute 
‘USER’ with your name and ‘STUDENTID’ with your student id number).  This zip file is 
obtained by using the export command in Eclipse. This can be done by first choosing the 
File>Export menu command. Then select as destination in the ‘General’ folder the Archive 
File type. Be sure to select the right project, the zip format and check the radio button “Create 
directory structure for files” (default). Include in the zip file all the files (bin, sources, resources), 
the .classpath and .project files. You can consult this page 
https://mcuoneclipse.com/2012/05/07/exporting-and-importing-projects-in-eclipse/ for an 
example. I must be able to import your Eclipse project, compile and execute the program 
without any additional library that is not already included in the standard Java API.  
 
Double check that one of your colleagues using an OS different from yours and with Eclipse 
can successfully import, load and execute your project without any problem. Do not put in 
your code absolute references to files. The project should be compiled with Java 10. 
 
Note that if I cannot run your project or the application does not find the required files 
(see the requirements) you will fail the exam. 
 
Upload this zip file in OLE before the deadline: January 21st 2019 at noon. 
 
Student Code Ethics 
Students are expected to maintain the highest standards of academic integrity. Work 
that is not of the student's own creation will receive no credit. Remember that you 
cannot give or receive unauthorized aid on any assignment, quiz, or exam. A student 
cannot use the ideas of another and declare it as his or her own. Students are required 
to properly cite the original source of the ideas and information used in his or her work. 
 
Application requirements 
  
Implement a swing- awt-based Integer Functions Calculator application where you can 
perform the tasks described in the following. The application will basically let the user to 
perform various operations on numbers.  
 
The implemented application must be displayed in the main window that you will create. Do 
not create an Applet. 
  
There must be a main window menu containing the following menu items: 

● Exit: kills the application 
● About: pops up a dialogue that tells something about the developer of the application 

(you) and some information about the application: number of classes, number of 
methods, total number of lines of code. 



  
Application Functions 

• The overall goal of the application is to perform various functions on numbers. Given 
one or more numbers – entered in one or more text fields - the application will 
compute a user selected function and print the result on specific part of the GUI. 

• These operations should be executed only if: 

o The input can be parsed to numbers. 

o The right number of input numbers is provided. 

o The input numbers are in the domain of the function/operation that the user is 
requesting to compute. 

• The interface should let the user to: 

o Enter the numbers in some appropriate text field or fields. 

o Select the function or operation to be performed on the input numbers. 

o Clear the input field(s). 

o Compute the selected function or operation when a button (compute) is 
pressed and display the result in an appropriate area. 

o Inform the user about possible constraints on the input for the selected 
function and, in case the user is not entering a correct input for the function, 
signal it to the user (with an appropriate error message). 

o All the operations performed after every new launch of the application should 
be recorded in a file. The file should contain a line for each operation/function 
execution describing the input, the function/operation performed and the 
result. Append this line to a file (call it as you like) when the operation is 
performed. 

o There must be a button on the GUI that open a new window showing the 
content of that file mentioned before. 

o There must be a button that shows in a specific area of the GUI the core code 
of the method that computes the selected function or operation. Note that the 
core code will not print (on an output stream) the result, it is only returning the 
result. Printing/displaying the computed result is performed by other methods. 

• Function 1: implement the sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm to compute all the prime 
numbers smaller or equal than input n>1. Input is one integer number n greater than 
1 and output is a list of positive number smaller or equal than n. 

 

 

 



Input: an integer n > 1. 
  

 Let A be an array of boolean values, indexed by integers 2 to n, 
 initially all set to true. 
  

 for i = 2, 3, 4, ..., not exceeding √n: 
   if A[i] is true: 
     for j = i2, i2+i, i2+2i, i2+3i, ..., not exceeding n: 

       A[j] := false. 
  

 Output: all i such that A[i] is true. 

• Function 2: Given two integer numbers greater than 0 compute the greatest 
common divisor by using the Euclid algorithm. Input is two numbers n and m (greater 
than 0) and output is an integer number. 

• Function 3: Given an integer number n>=0 compute the Fibonacci sequence f(0) , 
… , f(n), where f(i) is the Fibonacci function: f(0) = 0, f(1) = 1, f(i) = f(i - 1) + f(i - 2). 

• Function 4: Given two integer numbers n>=0 and n>=k>=0 compute the binomial 
coefficient b(n, k) = n!/[k! (n-k)!]. Use the formula b(n, k) = [(n+1 -1)/1] * [(n+1 -2)/2] * 
… * [(n+1 -k)/k] 

• Function 5: Given an integer number n>0 compute the number of prime numbers 
smaller or equal than n. 

• Function 6: Given an integer number n>1 identify the prime factorization of the 
number. For instance, if you enter 12 the result should the sequence 2 2 3. If you 
enter 56 then you must obtain 2 2 2 7. 

• Function 7: Given two integer numbers n> 1 and x>=0 compute the sigma(x, n) 
function that sums the x-th powers of the positive divisors of n (including 1 and n 
itself). For instance sigma(0,14) = 10 + 20 + 70 + 140= 4; sigma(2,12) = 12 + 22 + 32 + 
42 + 62 + 122 = 210. 

 


